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Abstract. External heat transfer coefficient changing from corridor tube bundle to
the reverse cross fluid flow with low-frequency asymmetrical pulsations was analyzed
experimentally. The experiments were performed for Reynolds numbers in the tube bundle
in the range of 100 ≤ Re ≤ 500 and changing of flow impulses frequency was limited with
values 0.125 ≤ f ≤ 0.5 Hz, fluid pulsations amplitude in the tube bundle corresponded to
0.5 d ≤ A ≤ 1.2 d mm. A comparison of steady and non-steady conditions was made. The
most efficient regime of pulsations in the studied range was found.

1. Introduction
The problem of heat transfer intensification is a topical problem for the heat power equipment. Different
methods of heat exchange intensification are applied today.
By A. Bergls [1] was made the classification of sixteen different ways of heat transfer intensification,
which were divided on active and passive methods. The most significant distinction between them is that
the heat exchange intensification by passive methods doesn’t need in external energy supply.
The problem of heat and mass transfer intensification has been studied comprehensively by the
authors of [1].
The information about heat transfer intensification in the tube banks with heat exchange through the
walls under condition of fluid flow pulsations is given in [2]. Also in [3] the results are reported about
heat transfer intensification in the tube under the high-amplitude fluid flow vibrations which create a
reverse flow.
In the article [4] authors point on heat exchange rate increase on average by 30% due to heat transfer
agent pulsations in tube when Reynolds number is 1643 and impulses frequency is 1 Hz. The date are
given for fluid flows with Reynolds numbers in the range from 750 to 12 320, frequency range between 1
and 10 Hz and for different tubes diameters. The significant tube diameter influence on the heat transfer
intensity has been shown.
Interesting results were obtained in investigation of low-frequency impulse impact on fluid flow to
improve heat transfer conditions in laminar cross-flow around the solid body [5, 6].
The heat transfer in high frequency pulsing medium flowing in tube banks was also investigated
in [7].
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Figure 1. Dependence of Nusselt number changing from the Reynolds number with pulsations period T = [2; 8] s
(d – tubes diameter).

On the basis of chemical technology processes realization methods analysis was detected that
pulsating form of processes realization is more effective in comparison with tradition approaches. The
classifications of impact types were made by authors [8].
A literature review shows that the most of investigations directed on unsteady heat transfer are
making abroad and high-frequency symmetrical pulsating flows are studied most often. The range of
frequencies of asymmetrical fluid flow impulses lower than 1 Hz was not investigated comprehensively
at flowing in tube banks.

2. Experimental part
The aim of the present work is impact analysis of low-frequency asymmetrical impulses applied to fluid
flow on heat transfer. The characteristics are used: Reynolds numbers Re = [100; 500] and frequency
f = [0.125; 0.5] Hz.
Short review of investigation results are shown in Fig. 1.
The investigation results showed the intensification of heat transfer process by pulsations of fluid
flow in comparison with heat exchange in steady flow on approximately 17%. Figure 1 demonstrates that
the greatest effect was obtained for the regimes with frequency f = 0.5 and the amplitude of impulses
1.2d (without taking into account the energy expenditures). It is need to be noted that increasing of the
amplitude leads to heat transfer coefficient enlargement.

3. Conclusions
According to the research results can be made a conclusion that research of the impulses impact on
heat transfer in the range of frequencies f = [0.125; 0.5] and changing of amplitude can be potentially
productive
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